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Abstract. Conventional visualization systems in industrial automation
are equipped with powerful library systems that offer aggregated reusable
visualization elements. These represent important domain-specific knowl-
edge and promote the necessary consistent look-and-feel of visualizations.
In contrast, modeling languages used in model-based workflows do not
offer library systems. This hinders the acceptance of such approaches in
industrial automation.

Hence, this paper presents an approach towards a library system for
the model-based development of visualizations. We present a generic app-
roach that can be applied to a variety of modeling languages. A case
study demonstrates this for one specific modeling language and illus-
trates the application of the library system.

Keywords: Human-machine interfaces · Library system · Model-based
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1 Introduction

In industrial automation, human-machine interfaces (HMIs) are used to super-
vise and control technical processes and machines. Developing these HMIs is in
general performed manually by an HMI engineer with industrial visualization
systems like Simatic WinCC 1 or Wonderware InTouch2. Such visualization sys-
tems offer powerful tools and editors, one key asset being their very extensive
library systems that offer different domain- and/or company-specific libraries.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, such libraries are created by domain experts and contain
reusable parameterized elements (called widgets, symbols, or faceplates). These
library entries contribute to the supply of built-in elements that can be used by
an HMI engineer for the creation of an HMI. Thus, they represent important
domain-specific knowledge and promote a consistent look-and-feel of visualiza-
tions that is especially important in industrial automation. In order to browse
the entries that are available inside a library as well as to retrieve and insert a
selected entry into a target HMI, library systems also offer a set of management
algorithms (cf. Fig. 1).
1 http://w3.siemens.com/mcms/human-machine-interface/en/

visualization-software/scada/simatic-wincc/.
2 http://global.wonderware.com/DE/Pages/WonderwareInTouchHMI.aspx.
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Fig. 1. The role of library systems during the development of HMIs

However, the available industrial visualization systems are committed to a
single target technology resp. to a fixed set of target platforms. Model-based User
Interface Development (MBUID) approaches like UsiXML [1] or MARIA [2] try
to solve this problem by allowing an HMI engineer to specify the functionality of
an HMI via declarative models [3] that abstract from implementation details and
can ideally be used to generate executable HMIs for different hard- or software
platforms. Whereas MBUID has been a hot topic in the research community for
many years, acceptance by the industry is according to [3] still a major issue.
While most approaches offer more or less powerful graphical editors and limited
tool support, one of the main problems compared to industrial visualization
systems is usually the missing availability of library systems.

Hence, this paper presents an approach for a model-based library system that
supports HMI engineers in the creation of HMI models. As there is a variety of
modeling languages currently used in MBUID, a generic solution that can easily
be adopted for a specific modeling language or workflow is proposed. Therefore,
general requirements are discussed in Sect. 2. Our generic approach towards a
model-based library system is presented in Sect. 3 and a specific adaptation for
the modeling language Movisa is demonstrated in Sect. 4. Section 5 discusses
related work in the field of library systems for model-based approaches. Finally,
conclusions and future work are presented in Sect. 6.

2 Requirements for Model-Based Library Systems

As library entries usually aggregate multiple HMI elements, their complexity can
range from simple (e.g., symbolic representations of switches, valves, or lamps
according to [4]) to complex (e.g., faceplates for the visualization of complete
silos including multiple sensors). Consequently, a library system has to enable
the persisting of such aggregated HMI objects as library entries. In contrast
to a normal aggregated HMI object, the structure of the child objects inside
a library entry is treated as immutable: If changes to the structure are to be
made, a new library entry has to be created. The same applies to most attribute
values, e.g., for the position of a contained object relative to the enclosing entry.
Instead, a library entry offers only a dedicated interface that is made up of a
set of parameters. The types of elements to be stored as library entries as well
as the types of parameters that are necessary/useful depend on the concrete
structure, capabilities, and semantics of the used HMI meta-model and have
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to be predefined by the library system to support the definition of new library
entries. For example, the library system may state that every entry must define
exactly one parameter that allows the customization of the entry’s size upon
instantiation in an HMI model. Furthermore, every library entry usually can be
equipped with additional metadata like a name or an ID, a version, a description,
or a thumbnail in order to be identifiable by the user.

Currently, different modeling languages are used for MBUID depending,
e.g., on the application domain, on prior knowledge, or on suitable tools [3].
Most of these languages base upon similar concepts and use similar modeling
technologies, though. Thus, it is reasonable to define a generic data structure for
the persisting of library entries that can easily be adapted to a specific modeling
language or workflow.

A library system is also responsible for organizing the otherwise loose col-
lection of various library entries into different (e.g. domain-specific) libraries
and enable their integration with HMI tools and editors. Hence, library systems
require management functions that allow to browse, add, remove, and instan-
tiate library entries. In summary, a model-based library system has to comply
with the following requirements:
1. A data structure has to be provided that allows to define and persist the

different parts of a library entry:
(a) the immutable structure of aggregated HMI objects and attribute values,
(b) a dedicated parameter interface indicating modifiable elements,
(c) metadata for the identification by a user or a model transformation

2. Library management algorithms have to enable a user or a model transfor-
mation to browse, add, remove, and instantiate library entries

3 Generic Model-Based Library System

This section introduces the concepts necessary for the realization of a generic
model-based library system – the GenLibrary . Herein, the term generic describes
the fact that the concepts presented are not tied to a single implementation
for a specific modeling language. Instead, they are designed to be used and
easily extended for any HMI modeling language and workflow. In this paper, we
focus on the realization of a generic extensible data structure (cf. Sect. 2) – the
realization of the management algorithms is not discussed in detail but briefly
covered as part of the case study presented in Sect. 4.

HMI library entries consist of reusable parameterized visualization snippets
comprising parts of an HMI description. In MBUID, the HMI description exists
as an HMI model. Consequently, the library entries should be realized as para-
meterized model snippets, i.e. excerpts of an HMI model representing an aggre-
gation of HMI elements. That way, the same tools and frameworks that are also
employed for the realization of editors and model transformations for the selected
modeling language can be used. We have created the meta-model that defines
the data structure for these model snippets by means of the Eclipse Modeling
Framework3 (EMF) as it offers powerful tools, editors, and a simple possibility
3 http://eclipse.org/modeling/emf/.

http://eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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to store and load models via the XMI4 standard. EMF-based meta-models may
consist of a set of classes (EClass) that hold a set of attributes (EAttribute)
and a set of references (EReference) to other classes. References can be either
containment (meaning that the referenced object is included in the referencing
object) or non-containment (representing a cross-reference).

3.1 Simple Model Snippets

As every element of an EMF model (except the root element itself) must be
a direct or indirect child of the root element via containment references, every
model can be displayed as a containment tree with cross references. As described
above, a library entry comprises a model snippet (a part of such a containment
tree) as illustrated by Fig. 2: It shows a sample model (for a hypothetical HMI
meta-model ABC ) with a root element of type AContainer. The snippet in the
dashed box shall be stored as library entry. It consists of an element of type
A and two elements of classes B and C that are contained in A and coupled
via a cross-reference. This could, e.g., represent a text label (A) that contains
a representation (B) as well as an animation (C ) that is referenced by the
representation. The additional file f could represent an image file used by the
representation.

Fig. 2. Hypothetical sample library entry instance (dashed box) as part of a model
containment tree

Because of the XMI standard, it is easily possible to create a copy of the
element (and its child elements) and persist this model snippet as a library entry.
The GenLibrary meta-model must however additionally enable the specification
of metadata like an ID or a version (cf. Sect. 2). Therefore, it introduces the
element LibraryEntry that represents one entry inside a library (cf. Fig. 3). In
order to persist the actual model elements of a library entry (e.g. the structure
presented in Fig. 2), an abstract base class LibraryItem has been defined that
has to be extended by concrete implementations for a specific HMI meta-model.
For the purpose of illustration, a simple example for such an implementation is
represented by the hypothetical element ABCLibraryItem that allows to store
instances of type A by directly referencing the respective element (EClass) from

4 XML Metadata Interchange, http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/.

http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/
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Fig. 3. GenLibrary meta-model and hypothetical concrete extension (upper right)

the corresponding HMI meta-model (in the example the EClass A from the
meta-model ABC ). Note that all contained elements (e.g. the elements b and c
in case of the structure presented in Fig. 2) are stored as well automatically even
if their types are not directly referenced by the GenLibrary meta-model.

This mechanism allows specific implementations to declare the type of ele-
ments that may be stored as library entries by referencing a specific HMI mod-
eling language with its meta-model. In the case of MBUID, this will usually be
elements representing simple widgets, complex widgets, or complete panels (as
well as their children). If necessary, even multiple elements that are not con-
tained within each other can be stored. This may be necessary if elements that
reside at different parts of the HMI model but logically belong together shall be
stored in the library item (e.g. a widget plus information about access rights).

3.2 Parameterized Model Snippets

As described in Sect. 2, a library entry has to provide an explicit specification
of the parameters that may resp. have to be specified by the user or by a model
transformation. The meta-model elements required for this specification can be
abstracted from the tasks that have to be performed during the instantiation of
a library entry (i.e. the insertion into a target model). These tasks can also be
obtained from Fig. 2 if we consider the dashed box not as entry to be created
but as existing entry that has been instantiated in a model.

The first and most obvious task is the insertion into the target model at a
specific position in its containment tree. This is equivalent to the creation of a
containment reference from an existing element in the target model (the new
container object) to a top-level element of the library entry (cf. symbol ➀ in
Fig. 2). If multiple top-level elements exist as described above, a parent element
has to be determined for each of these elements. The second task consists in
the creation of non-containment references from the inserted library entry to
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Table 1. Types of tasks executed during the instantiation of a library item and infor-
mation necessary for the execution

Type of task Necessary information/elements to be specified

➀ Creation of containment
references

• Contained element (a top-level element inside the
library entry)

• Container element (part of the target model)

➁ Creation of external
references

• Source element (part of the library entry)

• Target element (part of the target model)

➂ Changing of attribute
values

• Attribute to be changed (part of the library entry)

• New attribute value

➃ Copying of resources • Name of the resource (as stored in the library)

• New path of the resource

existing elements of the target model (cf. symbol ➁)5. Third, it can be desirable
or necessary to change attribute values of internal elements of the library entry
during the insertion process (cf. symbol ➂). The last task is responsible for
the copying of resources or files that are required by the library entry to a new
location (usually inside the project that the target model belongs to) as indicated
by the symbol ➃ in Fig. 2.

As summed up in Table 1, each of these tasks requires specific information for
its execution. Thus, an own parameter type representing each task is required.
We have realized this by means of the ParameterDescription element (cf. Fig. 3)
that is composed of the four abstract parameter types deduced above. The nec-
essary information for each parameter type as of Table 1 is represented by cor-
responding attributes and references. The references are realized by means of
generic types (indicated by the dashed boxes on the top-right corner of the
parameters) which enabled a generic implementation of the execution of the
four tasks as part of the management algorithms. Concrete implementations of
these parameters are again dependent on the actual HMI meta-model. They have
to be specified by extending one of the abstract parameter types and with that
by binding the generic types to concrete types.

4 Case Study: Library System for Movisa

To illustrate a concrete adaptation of the introduced generic library concepts,
an implementation for the HMI modeling language Movisa [5] is shown in this
section. Movisa is a domain-specific language created for the description of HMIs
in industrial automation. A simplified subset of its meta-model is shown in the

5 Non-containment references from the target model to elements of the inserted library
item are also possible but not part of the insertion process of the library item.
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Fig. 4. Top: Simplified subset of the Movisa meta-model (cf. [5]); Bottom: Specification
of the MovisaLibraryItem

top of Fig. 4. The top-level element (VisualizationApplicationModel) contains
two sub-models: The PresentationModel divides the visual aspects of an HMI
into Panels which consist of multiple HMI elements (UIComponents), e.g. con-
tainers, buttons, and text labels. The ClientDataModel aggregates variables in
a collection of DataItems (logical viewpoint) that can be used to, e.g., animate
the UI components. Therefore, every variable can be updated via a process data
server. This is realized by means of the ServerDataItems (technical viewpoint).

Information from both sub-models is necessary for a widget to be functional.
Therefore, a library implementation for Movisa has to be able to persist library
entries containing (1) a UIComponent (that may contain aggregated compo-
nents) and (2) associated DataItems. Therefore, we have created an extension
of the GenLibrary meta-model. This Movisa-specific extension introduces a con-
crete implementation of the abstract LibraryItem – the MovisaLibraryItem (cf.
Fig. 4, bottom). In order to enable the persisting of the two parts described
above, the MovisaLibraryItem provides corresponding references to the Movisa
meta-model. As the concrete process data server should not be specified in a
library entry (because the entry should be independent of a specific communi-
cation technology) only the DataItems are saved without the associated Server-
DataItems. Consequently, a parameter has to be created that allows to specify
the server information upon instantiation of a library entry. As this is performed
via the creation of a non-containment reference to a concrete ServerDataItem
(reference pointsTo in Fig. 4), an ExternalReferenceParameter (cf. Fig. 3) has to
be used. This is implemented by the ServerDataItemParameter shown in Fig. 5
which needs to be defined for each DataItem of a library entry. The parameter
type therefore binds the SourceType to elements of the type DataItem. Similarly,
the TargetType is bound to elements of the type ServerDataItem so that only
elements of this type can be specified as target of the pointsTo reference to be
created upon instantiation of the library entry.

Another parameter required for the insertion of a library entry into an exist-
ing HMI model is the UIComponentContainerParameter (cf. Fig. 5) that allows
the container specification for the library entry, i.e. the selection of the panel
that the UIComponent inside the entry should be displayed in. In contrast to
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Fig. 5. Subset of the specification of the Movisa-specific parameters (The grayed out
references are only shown to emphasize the result of the type binding.)

the UIComponents that can be displayed in one of the multiple panels defined in
a Movisa model, the DataItems are always located at the same spot in its con-
tainment tree (directly below the single instance of ClientDataModel). Thus, we
have implemented the insertion of the DataItems as part of the specific extension
of the library system’s management algorithms in order to reduce the number
of container parameters necessary for each library entry.

Besides the extension of the meta-model and the management algorithms,
we have also integrated the set of generic wizards that is offered by our library
system into the existing Movisa editors. These support the user in the manual
application of the library system. Figure 6 illustrates the import wizard that sup-
ports the user in the insertion of a library entry into an existing Movisa model6.
Once all parameters have been specified, the instantiation of the selected library
entry can be executed. The parameters specified in the wizard are used to insert
the library item into the target model, create the non-containment references,
and resize and position the UIComponent on the selected Panel. Figure 7 shows
the result of this process: The elements inserted during a single instantiation are
shown in a tree view of the Movisa model. It can be seen that the UIComponent
(represented by a SimpleContainer) has been inserted into the panel NAVTOP
and the DataItems have also been added to the ClientDataModel.

An example for the application of the library system in a more complex
MBUID workflow is presented in [6]. It demonstrates the automatic generation
of HMI models from a more abstract model via a model-to-model transformation.
In such a case, a missing library system requires the specification of the entire
target model only with the help of simple built-in elements. All knowledge about
aggregated elements has to be implicitly represented in the transformation rules
that get unnecessarily complex. The library system enabled a significant sim-
plification of the transformation rules and ensures a consistent look and feel by

6 Another similar wizard allows to export existing HMI elements as a new library
entry but is not shown due to reasons of compactness.
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Fig. 6. Specification of the MovisaParameterDescription

Fig. 7. Result of the insertion of a library entry into a Movisa model displayed in the
model containment tree

using the already available domain-specific library entries and the corresponding
management algorithms for their insertion.

5 Related Work

As discussed in Sect. 2, a library system has to implement two main functionali-
ties: (1) the provision of a data structure to persist parameterized library entries
and (2) library management algorithms. Most modeling languages currently used
for MBUID like UsiXML [1] or MARIA [2] neither offer any possibilities to
store parameterized model snippets separate from their enclosing model nor do
they provide any library management algorithms. The modeling language UIML
introduces “a template mechanism that allows defining reusable components” [7]
that can be parametrized. However, this constitutes a special implementation for
a single HMI meta-model and not a generic solution as targeted by our approach.
As UIML does not allow the modeling of process communication because it does
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not introduce a data model [8], this UIML-specific library concept is not suited
very well for industrial automation. Furthermore, the definition of metadata and
storage concepts are not discussed.

While generative UI patterns also enable the instantiation of reusable HMI
parts, the concrete realization of a pattern differs depending on its problem
context and thus for each concrete instance (cf. [9]). Hence, the structure of the
HMI parts described by a pattern has to be flexible – e.g. concerning concrete
contents of (sub-)elements – in contrast to the immutable structure of a library
item. Consequently, generative UI patterns cannot be used for the description
of library entries. However, both approaches could be combined, e.g. by using
library entries to realize the concrete contents of a pattern upon instantiation.

Apart from the domain of MBUID, there are some approaches to use XML
dialects for the realization of data structures that represent library entries includ-
ing metadata and parameters. The most promising approach is AutomationML
[10] that is used as an exchange format in industrial automation. Based on the
data format CAEX [11], it offers a library concept that allows to define some
metadata (e.g. an ID, a version, and an author) and an inheritance concept for
library entries. However, AutomationML covers a very broad domain (including
the description of 3D data and PLC logic) but does not incorporate an HMI
meta-model. Thus, a distinct implementation for the domain of HMI libraries
based on the introduced concepts seems beneficial.

In the context of software engineering, (model) templates allow to define
parameterizable elements or models (cf., e.g., [12–14]) that could be used for
the definition of library entries. However, most of those approaches consider
templates only at the meta-model level resp. the level of UML class diagrams [14].
While the application at the model level is proposed in [14], specific extensions
that are dependent on the used HMI meta-model are not discussed. Thus, the
concept cannot be used to enforce the description of an immutable structure
or a dedicated parameter interface specific for the used meta-model. Similar
to templates applied at the model-level, declarative transformation languages
like, e.g., QVT or approaches based on graph transformations (cf. [15] for an
overview of both technologies) allow to define mappings that consist of a left-
hand side, a right-hand side, and a relation between both sides. Such a mapping
could be treated as a library entry where the right-hand side defines the element
structure to be created and the mapping including the left-hand side implicitly
defines a parameter interface (those elements that need to be present in the
source model and that are applied to the right-hand side). However, just like the
model templates described above, these approaches do not allow to restrict the
structure inside a library entry and its parameter interface as they are dedicated
to another application context.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented an approach for a model-based library system
for HMI development that allows the definition, management, and instantiation
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of aggregated, reusable HMI objects. Our proposed generic solution enables an
extension for a variety of modeling languages. In order to use the library system
with a new modeling language, the following steps have to be performed:

1. Analysis of the used HMI meta-model concerning types of elements to be
stored in a library entry and parameters to be influenced by the user

2. Extension of the GenLibrary meta-model by realizing a concrete subclass of
LibraryItem and by defining concrete parameter types

3. Extension of the generic management algorithms and wizards to add HMI
language-specific behavior resp. integrate them in existing editors and tools

While the generic approach provides a good starting point for extensions,
the steps described above still demand considerable work. We have illustrated
this by means of an adaptation for the modeling language Movisa that has
been evaluated in the AutoProBe project (cf. [6]). As the library system can be
applied for manual application as well as to model-based workflows, it should
promote the acceptance of model-based approaches in industrial automation. In
the future, we plan to evaluate our approach by creating extensions for additional
modeling languages like UsiXML or MARIA.

An important challenge is the support for both the evolution and the aggre-
gation resp. inheritance of existing library entries. While the presented wizards
can help with this challenge (import library entries to a model, change or com-
bine them, and create a new entry via an export), our solution does not allow
to directly reference other library entries.

As an instantiated library entry is represented by standard elements of the
used HMI meta-model, our approach enables existing model transformations to
be applied (e.g., to produce an executable HMI). However, the downside of this is
that it becomes hard to distinguish between normal and library-based elements.
This makes it complicated to, e.g., completely remove an inserted library entry.
In the future, this could be solved by a tracing mechanism.
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